Travel Information
Travel by air
Copenhagen Airport is the busiest travel centre in Scandinavia and offers many daily connections to nearly
all parts of the World with most Airlines. The airport is located 11 km from the city centre.
Connection from CPH Airport to CBS by Metro:
- Estimated travel time 20-35 minutes
- The Metro is located at the end of Terminal 3 – directly ahead when exiting the baggage claim area
- Metro leaves every 4-6 minutes
Connection from CPH Airport to CBS by Taxi:
- Estimated travel time between 30-50 minutes depending on the traffic
- Estimated Price is 300 DDK (approx. EUR 40)
Tickets and fares
City pass
City pass is the easiest way to travel Copenhagen during your visit. City Pass gives you unlimited travel on
buses, trains and the metro in Copenhagen in zones 1-4, from the moment of validation. You can buy City
Pass for a 24-hour duration (DKK 80/EUR 11) or 72-hour duration (DKK 200/EUR 27)
The City Pass can be bought from one of the many ticket machines located at the stations and the airport.
The Pass can also be purchased online and received as a text message (SMS) – follow the link below.
Single tickets
Tickets for the Metro are available at the Metro station and at the DSB ticket sales counter in Terminal 3. You
will need a ticket for 3 zones to get from the Airport to CBS - Price DKK 36 (EUR 4.8).
Please note that the ticket machines do not accept notes, only coins and credit cards such as Dankort, VISA,
MasterCard, etc.
Tickets must be purchased before departure. The Metro, S-trains, regional trains and city buses all use the
same ticket. Tickets can be bought from the ticket offices/machines and newsstands located at the stations.
Another
option
is
to
buy
a
ticket
via
the
mobile
app
"mobilbilletter”.
Central Copenhagen is located within 2 zones from CBS and you will only need a ticket for 2 zones in most
situations -except when you travel to and from the airport (3 zones).

Links:
Single tickets
City Pass
Zone map
Metro
Journey planner (public transportation journey planner)
Overview of the Copenhagen Central Station

Practical Information
What to do in Copenhagen
With more than 1,5 million inhabitants in the greater Copenhagen area and a history dating back to the year
1000, Copenhagen is today a charming blend of an old medieval centre and newer surroundings. Moreover,
Sweden is not far away with the new bridge and tunnel connecting Copenhagen and Malmø. Located by the
Øresund Strait and with delightful parks and lakes in the centre of the city. Copenhagen is a relaxed place
to visit. It has interesting museums and fascinating shopping streets just as it offers pleasant sightseeing
tours and various cultural events. The city has a well-developed transport infrastructure, pedestrian streets
and numerous bicycle routes. In June, the climate is mild with daytime temperatures around 20C. From
Copenhagen, you can easily visit a number of castles in North Zealand, e.g. Kronborg, the castle of Hamlet.
Or you might prefer to visit Louisiana, the museum of modern art or the impressive cathedral in Roskilde.
You can find more information on the links below:
•
•
•
•
•

The official Tourism Site of Copenhagen
Restaurants, Cafes, Bars & Nightlife, Accomodations, Arts and Entertainment
Tourist and City Guide
Copenhagen in Pictures
Top 30 sights in Copenhagen

Top attractions in Copenhagen:






Tivoli Gardens
The Royal Danish Opera House
The Little Mermaid
The Louisiana Museum of Modern Art
Kronborg Castle

